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Abstract. In 151 the notion of an L form F defining a family .Lj’, (F) of languages by means of 
X-interpretat~,l~ns has been introduced. Here X is one of a number of possible variations of the 
notion of interpretation originally used in 11) for grammar forms. In this paper it is shown that the 
question whether 2’. (F) = 9, (F,) for f. forms F and F, is decidable, if deterministic interpreta- 
tions of ‘“DOL. systems are considered, where L(F) and L(F,) contain at most one word of 
length n for an?; t? atI), and it is shown that same question is undecidah!e. if full or uniform ’ 
interpretations are chosen. In contrast to this, no such results are known for grammar fg_trms at 
this point. 
1. Definitions 
In this section vte introduce the notion of an OL form and its interpretation. We 
review some basic notions of formal languages and L systems as contained in the 
books [6] and 
An OL schtww S is a pair S = (2. P) where - c is a finite set of symbols and P is a 
finite set of pairs (a. x) with a E ,V, x E E* such that for each R E 2 there is at least 
one such pair in P. The elements p = (a, x) of P are called productions and are 
usually written as R - x. S is called determrnisGc and a DCPL scheme if for each 
(1 E 2. exactly one production a - x is in P, and S is called propagating and a P0L 
sclt~~~ne if P ccjntains no production a - F. S is called a PDiC?!’ scheme if S is a 
YOl, scheme and a DOL scheme. 
Let S = (2, P) be an OL scheme, let x = al l l - a, with ~1, E X, and let y = 
y, l l l y,,, with y, E ,C*. We write x ==&y and say that x directly deriues y (in S) iff 
~1, - y, is a prcPduction in P for every i. We write x =$$ x for every x E 15 * and 
define x + t y inductively by x s ;’ ’ y iff there exists a t with x +Y$ t and 
2 =+P t y. x + $ y abbreviates x + g y for some n 2 0. x -=+ i y abbreviates 
x *l y for some M > 0. 
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A sequence of words x0 + s XI _ s l l l + s x, is called a derioation of length 
n (Ieadingfrom x0 to x,). We shall write “_)“, rr+n’r, ‘b+*rr, “+ l ” instead 
of L’aS”, b‘*;‘*, ‘b* ; “) ,‘* s + ” whenever S is understood by the context. 
An OL system is a :ripie G = (2. P, w) where S = (2, P) is an OL scheme and o 
(the Morn of G) is a word over -. \’ The notions defined for OL schemes art’ carried 
over to OL systems in the obvious manner. 
The language generated by G is denoted by t(G) and defined by 
L(G) : =(x Iw **AI}. 
Let G = (2, I?, w) be a DOL system. 
The T)OL sequence of (or generated by) G (denoted by E(G)) is the infinite 
sequence of strings w(), or, 02, . . . such that ~~~~~ = o and w, +Q+,+, for every i 20. 
If x is a word over the alphabet 2, 1 x 1 denotes the length of x. The’ length 
sequence generated by a DOL system G is the sequence 1 WI. 1 wI 1,. . . of lengths of 
the sequence mf), ol,. . . generated by G. 
The length sequence of a PDOL system is increasing but in general not strictiv s 
increasing. We call a PDOL system G a strict PDOL system if the length sequence 
generated by G is strictly increasing. 
Two OL systems F and F, are called hguage equiuaht tf L(F) = L(F:). It is 
well known that the language equivalence problem for OL systems, i.e. the 
question whether arbitrary two 01, systems F and F, are language equivalent, is 
unsolvable. (See for instance Theorem 2.7 of [;t].) On the other hand the language 
equivalence problem is decidable for DOL systems 121. 
l Let G = (Z, P, W) be an OL system. A symbol a E k is called reachable (from the 
axiom o) if there exist X, y E 2 * such that o + * xay. (Note that each symbol 
which occurs in the axiom is reachable.) G is called reduced if each (z E ,V is 
reachable. 
An OL form F is a reduced OL system F = (2, P, cts). An OL system F’ = 
(c’, P’, w’) is called an interpretation oi F (modulo p ). symbolically F’ 4 F(p ), if F’ 
is reduced and p is a substitution defined on s and (i)-(iv) hold: 
(i) p(a)c 2’ and p(a)#CI) for each u E 2. 
(ii) ,u(u)np(b)=fl for each a,&2 with a#b. 
(iii) 0’ E.j.4 (0). 
(iv) P’Z p(P) where IL(P) = (b -b y f a --, x E P, b E p(n), y E p (x)}. 
For each (possibly nonreduzed) OL system F = (2, P, W) WC can define the 
reduced versiorl F, of F : E results from F by remozing ail nonreachable symbols 
from 2 and ail productions for these symbols from P. We write El’ Q F(c) if 
F3 F&J holds for the reduced versi.lns of F and F’ and the substitution p, 
which coincides with p on the reduced set of symbols. 
Sometimes for defining an interpretation F’<3 F(p) we will omit the explicit 
specification of p if it c:tn be understood by context. F’ is called a deterministic 
(full) interprcration of F (moduio g ). svmbolicaliy F’ Q, F(p ) (F’ <1, F(p)) if d 
F(r ) and F” is deterministic (and the set P” of productions of F” = (2’. P’. w’) 
f the form P”= p (P)). In general the L sWem F” - ,c @. PI w “) where 
fF(p) ‘and P’= p(P) wili not he reduce 
Section 5.) 
I, perWra;ed t-2> F, WNi %‘( F) =- 
Some results on OL forms direct It’ carrw over fro c . 
forms [ 11. We mention tkc following pr~~p~~s~t~~~~s~ 
forms are dccidahle and t ransitivc. F=rom the tran 
obtains: 3(F) c s F,. and. if F 
Analopws I)” d for the det 
arbitrary CX forms F and F, the question whet her 6 (F) = ‘S( Fs ) f’kd (F) = ‘& ( F1 ). 
Sf (F) = Ss (F’, 1) is recursicelv solvalk e 
In this paper we are mainlv concerned with the form-equivalence problem fw . 
OL forms. That is the qucsGon whether the (itetcrministk. full) famiks of 
languages gcncratcd by two OL form*, arc equal. Depending on w 
interpretation one allow s the form-cquivaknct proMcm for OL forms ana> kc 
solvSrblc or recursively unsolvahlc. 
2. Sufficient conditions for Y?‘(F) # ii& 
In the next section we will give a rccursivc scMion of Eht’ 
problem for strict PDQL svstenj; in the case of the d~t~~n~~~i~tj~ 
arm-cyuivalcnce 
first derive a number of t’cchnical results. 
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+(L(F))={4(x)/x EL(F)}. Furthermore, one may suppose I: = 2:,, o = ol, 
E(F) = E(F,) (and L(F) = L (F,)). 
Proof of Lemma 2.J. When defining a deterministic interpretation of a reduced 
DOL system the number of symbols involved can not decrease, Therefore from 
L(F)E J&(FI) and L(&)E J&(F) one obtains #c s #& and #& s #Z rcspec- 
tively, hence #E = #X1. 
(Flor any set S the number ofekmen.ts ofS is denoted by #S.) Let F’ = (Z’, P’, w’) 
a,F(p) be an OL system such that L(F’) = L(F,). Clearly, Z’ = 2, and for every 
a E Z. # ~(a) = 1. Consider the mapping 4 from 2 onto X1 defined as follows: 
&(a) = 6 iff &z) = (61. Clearly, (&, is a l-l-mapping from 2 onto lcI. Since F and 
F, are strict PDOL systems L(F) and r.(Fl) contain at most one word of length n 
for any n 20. L(F’) = L(F,) implies that the same holds for L(F’). O, w’, and ol 
;are single words of minimal length in L(F), L(F’), and L(FI). Hence, o’E p(w) 
implies 6~’ = 4(o) = oI. If x’I E L(F,) = L(F’), then bv the definition of F’ 4, F(p ) c 
there exists an x E L(F) such that XX p(x), i.e. x’= 4(x). Conversely, if 
x E L(F), i.e. QJ +‘F_, 4(x), then w’ = 4(w) =+F+(x), hence wI =+ F, 16(x). 
Since 4 is length preserving we obtain o +Fx iff ml = &+.I) ++, b(x). This 
implies E(F) = E(F,) as desired. !I! 
IIn the proof of Lemma 2.1 we have essentially used the fact that a deterministic 
interpretation of a reduced strict PDOL system must be a reduced strict PDOL 
system itself generating the same length sequence. Iln the sequel we shall frequently 
use this fact without explicitly mentioning it. 
The converse of Lemma 2.1 does not hold: 
Lemma 2.2. There are reduced strict PDOL system F and F, with E(F) = E ( FI) 
bat Z (F) # 22 (F,). 
Proof. Let F = ({a, 6, c), P, a64 and F, = ({a, 6, c}, P,. aba) be two OL systems 
where 
P=(a-ccc,b-cc,c-m) 
P, = {a -+ cc. 6 - cccc, c -cc). 
Then F and F, are strict PD0L systems. Take the deterministic interpetation 
F’ = ({a, 6, cl, c2, cJ, P’, aba) of F where P’= {a -+ ClC~C.1, 6 - cJcs, 
c, -cc(l 6 i s 5), c ---, cc}. Then it is easy to see that L(F’) g 2?d (F,). - II 
Lemma 2.1 we will show later on that for c two strict P 
(2, P. O) and F! = (2,. P,, w,) with J&(F) = Yd ore may suppose 
not only w = w;; and L(F) = L(F,) but also P = P, if #Z = #Y, ~2. However 
P# PI, F P F,. and F, d F are possible if # 2’ ) 2. as can be seen from the following 
example: 
Let F=((n.~.c).P.o) and F,=~((Q,~.c),P I. w,) be two OL svstems where . 
QJ = @, = ab, 
P={a+ccc,b+ccc.c-wc}, 
P, = {a + cc, h - cccc, c - cc}. 
lhen we have 
L(F) = UF,). Xi(F) = Yd(F,). 
but 
Pf P,, FdF,, F,#F. 
Let F=(&P.w)and F1 = (2. P,, o) be two reduced strict PDOL svstems with . 
E(F) = E(F,) which will be considered fixed for the rest of this section. We denote 
the PDOL sequence generated by F and FI by ml), ml, 02,. . . , i.e. (0,) = w and for all 
i 2 0 OJ, + f o, - 1 (and o, + r.-, w,?,). 
For each a E 2 the productions of F and F, with left hand side (1 are denoted by 
n-r(a) and a * r&2), respectively. Similarly, if F’a, F and Fi <ln FI, the 
productions of F’ and F; are denoted bv c1- r’(a) and a - r;(a). 
If L (F’) = L(F;), the PDOL sequence of F’ and F; is denoted by o,‘,, w;. . . . . 
Some of the following definitions and theorems are not formulated symmetrically 
concerning F and FT. Therefore some notions and theorems will be used which 
strictly speaking haye not been explicitely defined and stated. But in any such case 
it will be clear by the context how the notions and theorems could be formulated. 
In the following theorems and proofs we are frequently forced to consider certain 
occurrences of symbols at distinguished positions (in a word, for instance). 
Therefore we Gefine: 
An occurrenize of a symbol a is called the i rh occurrence of Q in W, and a stibword 
r(a) of O,,I is called the i “ F-occE!rrence of r(a) in o, + 1 if the following holds: 
There are xtI.. . . , x, f E (2 - (a ]a)* and XI,. . . , x 1. I, y, y ’ E Cc * such that q = 
x,,cI.x 1 l l l ax, In!. o,+i = x,‘,r(n)x; l l rln)x: ,r(a)y’, y =+& and for all p < i 
x, *I-.x;. 
The krh occurrence of h in O, is an F,-predecessorofthe i”’ F-occurrence @+(a) in 
e0 I * 13 if the following holds: 
The Vh F,-occurrence of r,(h) in o,+~ has a nonempty part in common with the J’h 
F-occurrence of r(a 3 in o,+ I. (See Fig. I-) 
Ltemma 2.3. If the it” F-occurrence of r(a) in o,.~ has two occurrences of the smw 
.symhol as F,- redecessors then YC, (F) # Yd (F,). 
Proof. Consider the PDOL sequence OAR, ~r)~. ctb?,, . . . of F. Each occurrence of 
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I occurrence 
i 
a b ; kthoccurrence 
(5 
)-_- _ 4 
w. J+l ‘- 
r,(b) , kth F,-occurrence 
Fig. 1. 
symbol a E Z in some element of this sequence can be identified by a pair (p, a) of 
natural numbers. (+ indicates the position from the left where symbol a occurs in 0,. 
We say: a occurs at position (p, a) m a has the index (p, ct), and we denote the 
symbol occurring at position (p, cr) by symbol (p, 0). 
Let (j, a’) and (j. v”) be the indices of the two by assumption existing occurrences 
of the same symbol as F, -predecessors of the Fh F-occurrence of r(a) in w,+~. 
Assume CT’ < a” and b = symbol (j, a’) = symbol (j, c”). (Note that b = a and j = 0 
may be possible!) We 
with different indices 
Following this idea 
will consider as different symbols all occurrences of symbols 
(P. a) where P c j + 1 and (p, 0) E {(j, a’), (j, 0). 
we define the substitution p on 2 as follows: 
[ U (a[p, a] 1 svmbol(p. m) = a} U {a}. I 1 
If 00 = 0 = al l l l a,, is the axiom of F choose o’ = a I 0 l l a i, as the axiom of F’ 
where 
I 
b; ifj-Oand(v=o’or v=cr”) 
aI = 
aJO9 y); otherwise, 
for vE{I,... ,m}. Then ~‘EJ+J). 
For each symbol c E E, for all p E (0,. . . , j}, and for each I s 1 o, 1 consider the tlh 
F-0cCurrence of r(c) in uP+ 1 (if it exists at all): Let the trh c in O+ be the alh symbol 
from the left, i.e. let the F-predecessor c of r(c) have the index (p, a). Assume that 
r(c) = Cl - l l ck and that these k symbols of the c’~ F-occurrence of I(C) in u~,+~ have 
theindices(p+ l,++Ij,..., (p + 1.7 + k) (from ieft to right j with a certain numher 
T < 1 twp-I 1. If (p, C) E ((j, a’), (j, a”)} take the following production into the set P’ of 
productions of F’: 
c~[p,+=+c;“*cI. (1) 
where 
3; if (p + S. 7 + vjE {(j,o’j,(j,G”)) 
CL = 
c,,(p + 1, T + P]; otherwise. 
Orl fire form ecpti~w!twt*t* of 1. -forms 2o.c 
Then each production of the form (1) is cnntained in p (c -+ r(c)). While the 
production c - r(c) of F may be used more than once, its interpretation (I) 
c[p, u]--+ c:l l l C; of F’ can be used exactly 
(p, a) in o;,. 
Let r(b) = b, l l l 6, and let the I symbols 
have the indices (j -+- 1,~ + l)-(j t IJ - 
rodustion 
once: It is applicab:e exactly to symb I 
derived from symbol  (j, 0’) = 6 in O, ,I 
- I) from left to right. Then take the t 
b 4 h[j + E, 7~ + 1] l l -b,[j + 1,7~ + I] (2) 
;nto the set P’ of productions of F’. Production (2) is an clement of p (h + r(h)). In 
a dertvation using F’ this production is applicable exactly twice namely at the 
positions (j, a’) and (j. v”). 
Finallv, for each symbol c [ j + I. I’) occurring on the right side of a production (I ) I . 
or (2) we take the production 
c[j + 1. v] + r(c) into P’. (3) 
(Notethat forno ~+{l....&+, 1) there is a production with left side c[j + I. LI] in 
P’. For the occurrence of b at position (j. u”) produces a subword of to,‘_ l which 
coincides with the subword of or)’ j + I produced by the b at position (j. CT’).) To the irh 
F-occurrence of r(a) in 0,. I there corresponds a subword of the form 
of w,‘+ I where ~4. I is an element of the PDOL sequence to,‘,. w ;. . . . of F’. 
Let us assume thzit there is a deterministic interpretation F; of F, (module p,) 
with L(F;) = L(F). Then F’I must generate the same strict PDOL sequence as F’. 
Therefore the two occurrences of b at the positions (j, u’) and (j. a”) in W; must 
produce a nonemptv subword of (4) each. Since all svmbols of (3) are distinct t hew . . 
two subwords cannot have a common part in r;(b). Hence at most a situation like 
that shown in Fig. 2 is possible. 
r,’ (b>, produced by r,’ i b 1 , produced by 
b= symb>I (J,CT’) 
:’ . Q- t 
b= syrnJo1 ( J,c~“) 
1. 
.t..-4. h-1 L . . . . . ..,,.,, -4 :, c c . . . . . _ . . ._ __- 
L -- 
(4)=a,‘j+l,T+lT.. ak_,+l,l+k‘ 
corresponding to the ith F-occurrence 
Of r(a) In Wj+l . 
Fig. 2. 
For any symbol a [j + 1, V] we define the h~ighr of Ly [j + 1. II] IO ht: tht natural 
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number V. Q! [j + 1, v] is called higher than a ‘[j + 1, v’] (and a ‘[j + I, v’] is called ‘1 
lower than a[ j + 1, v]) if v > v' holds, Then the above considerations how that !! m 
r;(b) contains at least one change of higher symbols to lower ones when scanned ! 
from left to right, since the symbols of (4) are ordered from left to right according to 
increasing height. Therefore the generation of w,‘+, from w; using the productions of 
F; yields a word with at least two changes from higher symbols to lower ones when 
scanned from left to right, since the production h -+ r;(b) is applicable twice. 
On the orher hand, the construction of 17:’ shows that the generation of o,‘,, from 
01 using the productions of F’ yields a word containing at most one change of 
higher symbols to lower ones - a contradiction. Cl 
‘Lemma 2.4. Zf there exists at Peast one occurrence of a symbol b # a which is 
F,-predecessor of the i lh F-occurrence sf r(a) in o, + I, and if the symbol b occurs at 
least a second time in the PDOL sequence tier ol, . . . then 3$ (F) # L& (F,). 
Proof. First of all we may presurFk,jsc without loss of generality that the second 
occurrence of b does not generate a part of the i”’ F-occurrence r(a) in w, dl, if the 
productions of F, are used. For otherwise the lemma follows dirzctlv from Lemma 
2.3. Therefore it is sufficient o distinguish the following three cases*for the second 
ozcurrc5ce of 6. 
Case 1. 6 occurs in ol, where k < j. 
Case 2. b occurs in o, a second time, but the second occurrence of b does not 
generate a part of the ilh F-occurrence of r(a) in u,+~. if the productions of FI are 
used. 
Case 3. b occurs in W& where k >j. 
Case 1. Assume that th ..e two occurrences of !I in CI;, and w, have the indices 
(k, a’) and (j, u”). 
We may presuppose that the b at position (k, 0’) is neither F- nor FI-predecessor 
of the b at position (j, a”). Since otherwise there must be an occurrence of h on the 
right side of the production 6 -+ r(b) of F or of the production b ---) rl(b) of F,. 
Hence, b would occur in each wk. where k’ > k. 
We now define an interpretation F’ of F similar to the one defined in the proof of 
Lemma 2.3: ,411 occurrences of symbols at different positions in CO{), . . . , W, are 
considered as different except the two occurrences of h at the positions (k. G’) and 
(i* a”). 
If 0 = a : l l - t2, is the axiom of F let (1; = a; l l l a r’, be the axiom of F’ where 
a; = if (k. e’) = (0. v), 
0, v] ; otherwise, 
Consider a position (p, CT,) # (k. CT’) in o,, where p E (0,. . . . j - I). If cc = 
y mbot(p. (7,) and c - c, - - - c,, is the production of F with left side c, consider the n 
s~nit~ls in (o,, . , . generated by this production and asssume that the indices of these n 
symbols are (13 + 1,~ + I), . . ..(p + 1.7 + n ) from left to right. Then take the 
product ion 
into the set P’ of productions of F’, where: 
c :. = 
6: if (p + 1,~ + u)E {(k,d),(j.d’)}. 
C&J + 1, T + V] ; otherwise. 
for ~E(l,...,n}. 
Assume that b ---, 6,. l l 6, is the production of F with left side b. Let the 1 
symbols of ok, l generated from the b at pchsition (k.cr’) have the indices 
(k+I,n+l) ,..., (k+l,7r+I).Then take 
b + h,[k + 1.77 -t- I] l l l b,[k + I,77 + I] 3 6) 
into the set P’ of productions of F’. 
(Note that our assumptions ensure 
y.~“)!z{(k+l,n+l) . . . . . (k+l,n+1)}.) 
Finally, for any symbol c [j. V] occurring on the right side of one of the 
productions (1) or (2) take the productions 
c[j. Y] - r(c) 
into P’. 
Consider t hc= “lx-x sl3~wIlct! W,‘h (4. (0;. . . . of F’. 
twice for the ge t‘ratitjn of M ;. . . . . CO,‘. I (namely at the 
Apart from rhe C yx~~lr:~ls generated by the b 
I contains only syihols from 5’. 
Production (2) is used tlxactll\ 
posit tons ( k. 4) and (j. u”).) 
at position (j, a”) using the 
In particular. the subword of 
w,‘.~ which corresponds to the i”’ F-occurrence of I(Q) in w,. , is a nonempty word 
OC’t‘F ‘2. 
Ivow assume that there exists a deterministic interpretation F; of F, with 
L(FI) = L(F’). Since F; must generate the same PDOL sequence. the h at position 
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(k, a’) can generate only symbols outside X while the 6 at position (j, a”) must a 
generate a nonempty subword of r(a)., hence at least one symbol belonging to 2’. w 
‘lkn F; cannot be deterministic in contradiction to our assumptl,>n. 
r L nse 2. Let the i’” occurrence of Q in o, (which is the F-predecessor of the ith 
F-occurrence of r(a) in u,+,) have the index (j, a,). Let the two by assumption 
existing occurrences of b in o, have the indices (j, (J’) and (j, a”), 
Then we consider a41 occurrences of symbols at different positions in of,, . . . , O, as 
ditierent except for the two b’s at positions (j, a’) and (j, CT”). 
We define a deterministic interpretation F’ of F. To a = symhol(j, a,) there 
corresponds a symbol ~[j, aI] in F’. We take 
into the set P’ of productions of F’ ihere r(a) results from r(a) by substitution of Cu - -- 
for reach symbol cy in r(a). For each Cy occurring in r(a) we take the production 
Cu + r(a) into B’. 
If c = symboi(j, 7) and (j. 7) e {(j, al), (j, a’), (j, a”)} we take the production 
c[j, 713 f(c) into P’. 
Finally, let 6 + r(b) be the production with left side b in F’ as well as in F. The 
word w:+, generated by these productions of F’ contains the subword r(a) exactly 
once while all the other symbols of o;+~ belong to 2. (The occurrence of r(a) in OJ,‘+~ 
corresponds to the ith F-occurrence of r(a) in q+) NCYY assume that there exists a 
deterministic interpretation Fi of F, generating the same PDOL sequence as F’. 
Then one of the two h’s at positions (j, ff’) and (j, u”) must 
productions of FI) a nonempty subword of r(n) hence at least one 
generate 
symbol wi 
( via 
th a 
bar, while the other b generates only symbols from 2 - a contradiction. 
&se 3. A similar argument as in the previta,.3 two cases succeeds if the 
occurrence of 6 in ok (where k > j) is not just itn occurrence of b in the ilh 
F-occurrence of r(a) in W, A I. Therefore we may assume that the second occurrence L 
of b is in the ifh F-occurrence of r(a) in +I and that there is no other occurrence of 
Assume that the irh occurrence of a in O, has the index (j, cr,) and that the n 
symbols of the Yh F-occurrence of r(a) = al 0 9 l a,, in U, +l have the indices 
0’ + I, 7 + I), . . . . (j + 1.7 + n). Let the second occurrence of b have the index 
(j + I, 7 + c”). Let the by assumption existing b which is &predecessor of the ifh 
F-occurrence of r(a) in w,, l nave the ir,dex (j, a’). Then 1 $2 u” s n by our 
asr,umptions. i.e. ai,,. = b. 
The b at position (j. a’) cannot be an F,-predecessor of the h at position 
For othemS,c b must occur on the right side of tk F, production 
h - r,(b), and hence b occurs in all wk. (k’ > j’). Hence rewriting kz = symbol(j, U’) 
by rl(b) yields a noncmpt) subword of r(a) in o,~: which does not contain 6. 
Choose a deterministic interpretation F’ of F similar to those defined in Case I 
and Case 2. Consider all occurrences of symbols at different positions in w,,, . . . . W, 
as different and assign a distinction mark indicating the position of occurrences to 
each symbol - except for the h at position (j. u’). 
Take the production 
into the set P’ of productions of F’ where r(a) = 6, l . l a’,, ,bii,,~.b, . . l a’,. If 
C’ symbol(j, v) and (j. v) E ((j. a,), (j, a’)}. take the production 
into P’. Furthermore Ict rU -+ r(a) be a production of F’ for each 
a E {ii,, . . . , ii,,, I, cLl,. . . , ii,,). 
Finally. for cxh cy E 2 occurring on the right side of one of the above specified 
productions take Q -+ r(a) into P’. Then in particular h - r(b) is a production of 
F’. TPle word u,‘_, of the PDOL sequence of F’ contains the subword r(a) exact)!: 
once while all the other symbols of to,‘+ I behjng to E. Furthermore, for all k ’ > j + I 
we have O; E i . \ * Now assume that there exists a deterministic interpretation F; of L L 
FI generating the PDOL sequence wb, 0;. . . . . Then the 6 at position (j, a’) must 
generate at least ~97~ of the symbols Cc,.  . . , ci,, I I, ii,, +!. . . . , ii,. On the other hand 
the b at position (j + 1, T + u”) can generate only symbols from 2, because 
w;4 ,’ E i= . a * This contradiction completes Case 3 and the proof of the lemma. Cl 
Lemma 2.5. If the k rh occurrence of a in o, is F,-predecessor of the i rh F-occurrence 
of r(a) in qAr and if k # i, thvn Ud (F) # Y” (F*). 
Proof. We ma! assume without loss of generality that k > i. Let the Ph occurrence 
of a in o, have the index (j, a’) and the kfh occurrence of a in o, Ihe index (j, a”). 
Then we have U’ < (Y” by assumptian. Furthermore. we can assume that the a at 
position (j, u’) is not F,-predecessor of the ith F-occurrence of r(a) in w, + I. Since 
ot herwisrs Lena!na 2.3 yields the assertion. If W, = aI l . - a, with r = I(L), 1, ihen we . 
h aI-2 
(0, + I = r(a,) l l l r(a,) = r,(a,) l l l r,(a,). 
By assumption. the i”’ occurrence of r(a ) in w, + I has a nonempty part in common 
with the krh occurrence of r,(a \ in clb,. strated by Fig 3. The scq\!ence 
r(a,), . . . . r(aJ contains r(a) i times, and the sequence r,(a,). . . . , r,(a,,-) contains 
r,(a) k times where k > i. We may assume that no occurrence of r(a) has symbols 
in common with more than one occurrence of r,(n) in CO,+ Since otherwise there is 
an occurrence of t(a) in 0, i I which has iw~ t)ccurrences of a as FI-predecessors and 
hence the assertion YCi (F) # LPJ (F,) would follow from Lemma 2.3. 
r(a) (ith occurrence) 
r( a, 1 r[a,) r (“&_, 1 rta& 
A, _ _ Y 
Wj+l= I_.___., ‘ i 
_A._ __ .__ i_._ .L - >’ A .---Y - - 
’ 7 .f/+*.+r+l - 
--.-v----J -. _ L.__, _, 
rl( a, 1 r,(a2) r, ( a6 “1 
r, (a) (Poccurrence) 
Fig. 3. 
Therefore there exists at [east one occurrence of r*(a) in CO,+! for which symbol a 
is not F-predecessor. Let b # a be one oiT the F-predecessors of this occurrelJce of 
r,(a) in w,+ Then a is FI-predecessor of r(b) and there are (at least) two 
occurrences of a in w,. Hence. we obtain the assertion from Lemma Z.4. 0 
As an immediate corollary of Lemma 2.3 or of Lemma 2.5 we have: 
Corollary 2.6. lf two occurrenct*s of a are F,-predecessors of an F-occurrem-c of r(a) 
in CO,+ I, then L&(F) # 2” (F,). 
Lemma 2.7. lf there exist two F-occlurences of r( a ) which have a as F,-predecessors 
and if these F,-predecessors do not generate the same subword of r(u) by the 
production a - r,(a) in both cases (i.e. the same symbols at the same positions in 
r(a)). then %(F)f LC(FJ. 
Proof. Let the by assumption existing two F-occurrences of r(a) with a as 
F!-predecessor be the krh F-occurrence of r(a) in w,+~ and the k’Ih F-occurrence of 
r(a) in w8*+ Assume that the index of the Vi a in CI),. is (i’, a’). 
Because of Corollary 2.6 we may assume that no other occurrence of u in 0, 
except the a at position (i, a) is F,-predecessor of the k Ih F-occurrence of r(a) in 
0 n+l9 l and we may assume that no occurrence of a in CO,, except the a at position 
(i’,o’) is F,-predecessor of the k’lh F-occurrence of r(u) in o,,+~. 
We choose a determinstic interpretation F’ of F as follows: All occurrencts of 
symbofs at different ipositions in wo,. . . o m, Sk (,.,,). I are considered as different except 
the two occurrences of a at positions (i. G) and (i’, CC). As in the proofs of Lemma 
2.X 2.4, this can be done bv attaching: a distinction mark to each (occurrence of a) . 
s,E icates its position. Instea of the production a -3 r(a), r(u) = 
ar 8 0 l ~1, the set P’ of productions of F’ coritains a production. which is applicable 
exactly twice (to symbol (i, cf) and to symbol (i’, CT’)): The production is 
~~~,[i+1,7+I]**~a,[i+1,7+I], if isi’, 
and 
~~U,[i’+1,7’+1]**~Q~[i’+1,7’+~), if i’<i, 
where (i i- 1, T- + l), . . .,(i + 1,~ + I) and (i’+ l,~‘+ l), . . ..(i’+ 1,7’+ I) are the 
indices of the I symbols of the k th F-occurrence of r(a ) in ~a),,, and of the k ‘ttl 
F-occurrence of r(n ) in o,~, l. respectively. 
As in the ,Jtoof of Lemma 2.3 we consider the natural number v as the height of 
the symbol cy[p, ~1. Assume that i c i’. (The case i’ < i is treated similariy.): 
Clearly, the symbols of o 1, I are ordered from left to right according to increasing 
height. Therefore w:~ I can contain at most one change from higher to lower 
symbols when scanned from left to right. If i = i’, then o:+~ = o:,. I contains exactly 
one change of higher to lower symbols when scanned from left to right. We do not 
need any other properties of the PDOL sequence o,‘,, w;, . . . generated by F’. 
Assume that there exists a deterministic interpetation Fj of FI generating the 
same PDOL sequence. By hypothesis, the two occurrences of a at positions (i, a) 
and (i’, a’) do not generate the same symbols at the same positions in t(a) if the 
production a - r,(a) is applied. Let a -+ r:(u) be the &interpretation of the F, 
production n -+ r,(a). Then t;(a) must contain (at least) one change of higher to 
lower symbcrs when scanned from left to right. Hence, the application of the 
production a ---, I i(u) to Q = svmbol(i, o), if i < i’, and to a = symbol(i, a) = 
symbol(i ‘, a’), if i = i’, would generate w:+, and o :-+ I. respectively, which contain at 
least one more change of higher symbols to lower ones than they would contain. if 
onlv nroductikjns of F’ had been used - a contradiction. U 
3. Decidability of the deterministic form equivalence problem for strict IDOL forms 
In this section we show that there is a recursive procedure to decide for any two 
strict PDOL systems F and F1 whether Ycf(F) = Yd(F,) holds or not. 
If not stated otherwise, we assume that F = (2. P. w) and ip, = (X,, PI. wl) are 
strict PDOL systems where 2’ = \ -I* 0 = (1‘1. L(F)= L(F,) as in Section 2. By 
alph (x) we denote the set of symbols occurring in the word x. First of all, we need a 
result which c;nn be considered as an extension of Theorem i 1.5 of [J]. 
lj .Yll (F) = Y; (F,). 0ne cm find e,qectively two rnirlintul nunibers n 
mad nz (whew n < n + m < 2*‘\ ) such that for ali j s n : 
(1) jar each a E alph (w, ) : r(a ) = r,( u ), 
(2) alph (CO, +nI ) = alph (0, ). 
roof. To begn with we show that there can exist onhy a finite number of j’s such 
that alph (q) contains a symbol u with r(u ) # r,(a ): 
21.1 
If for the generation of 0, + I from (0, a production a --3 r(a) with r(a) # t,(a) is 
used, consider the leftmost occurrence of such a symkl u in 0,. AII symbols to the 
left of this a generate the same subword of o, +, in F and F,. Suppose that a itself 
generates in F a larger part of o, + I than in F,. For this R we can infer that r,(a) is a 
proper initial part of r(n). Let b be the symbol immediately to the right of u. (If a 
does not have a right neighbour, a similar argument succeeds, if one chooses in O, 
the first occurrence of a symbol CI from the right with r(u) f V&I).) 
iVe may presuppose that b# (1. Since otherwise there is an F-occurrence of r(n ) 
in o,+, with two occurrences of R as F,-predecessors and hence by Corollary 2.6 
c-%(F)# WF,) would fotiow in contradiction to the hypothesis. 
From Lemma 2.4 we have that b @!I aiph(o, ) for ail k > j. Hence, for ali 
k > j : wk E (2 - {b})*. If o,+ c+2,. . . contains at least one (occurrence of a) 
symbol a such that r(n) # r,(a), we can infer as above that there exist a j’? j and 
b’E (L - {b)) such that for ail k’ > j’ oh,E (1’ - (h, b’))* l l l etc. Clearly, this 
deduction is not pcssibie more than (# ,V - I) times. Hence only a finite number of 
elements of the PDOL sequence of F can contain a symbol a with r(a) # r,(a). 
Let f = 2-2 - 1 be the number of distinct nonempty subsets of 2. Then at least 
two of the f + I sets aiph (o[,), aiph(o,), . . . , aiph(w,) coincide. Let n 2 0 and III 2 1 
be the minimal numbers such that a!ph (CO,) = aiph(w,+ ,,,). Since F and F, are 
detkrministic, WC obtain aiph (w, ) f= aiph(w, .,,, ) for ail j 2 t2. Therefore all the 
symbols which occur in any element of the PDOL sequence of F are contained in 
U :‘-+,Y’ ’ a!ph (w, ). 
None of the sets aiph (w,), aiph(m,, ). . . . . aiph (o,.,, ,) can contain a symbol (4 
with r(n) # P:(U), since otherwise Q would occur in an infinite number of elements 
of WI,. 01, . . . . cl 
For any two strict PDOL systems F = (2, P, w) and F, = (2,. P,, o,) we introduce 
the concept of ckrsh freedon of F and F, : 
F and F, rlrc called cfash-free if there exists a t - l-mapping b, from X onto 2, 
such that q!@(F)) = L(F,) (hence 1: = 2,. w = (I),, E(F) = E(F,) may be assumed), 
and there exist minimal numbers 12 ) Cl. and 112 3 I, 12 -+ 112 cf: 2*‘, such toat (I) and 
(2) of Theorem 3.1 hold and beyond that (3) the initiiri part w), . . . . a, +,” of the 
PDOL sequence of F and F, is F - F,-consistent and F, - F-consistent. Here the 
F - F!-and F! -. F-consistency summarize necessary cjnd sufficient condition!; on 
CL),,, . . 6 . o,, + ,,, m hich ensure Y:, ,‘F) = l Y‘, (F,). More pr~4sctv. we define for each . 
initial part w(), . . . , wI of the PDOE sequence of JT and F,: 
War . . . , 01 is F - F,-consistent if for ail a E 2, for ail j < I. and for everv i’h 
_ F-occurrence of r(a ) in CI), + ) the following conditions (1) and (2) hold: 
(I ) No F,-predecessor h i3 C,I cii the ilh F-occurrence of ~(CI ) in q. 1 occurs a 
second time in OJO, . . . , ml. 
(2) Let the k ” occurrence of a in CI), be an F,-predecessor of the i “I F-occurrence 
of I@) in o,+ Then 
(2.1) k = i. and 
(2.2) the production ~1 - r,(a) generates the same s~~nbois at the same 
positions in r(a) in ail cases a is Fykredecessor of an F-occurrence of r(a) in 
Wt. . . . ,wi. 
Proof. Bwaiw of Lemma 2.1 we may assume 2 = I’,, 0 = wI. E(F) = E(F). If 
A (F) = .X+ (6) we obtain fro Theorem Xi. Lemma 2.3. 2.5, 2.7 and their 
symmetric versbns that F and F, arc clash free. We now assume that F and F, are 
clash free and 41ow that cvt’ry dctcrministic interpretation F’ = (z’, P’, w’) ad F(e) 
gives rise to the definition of a determinstic interpretation Fi clef, such that 
t_.(F’) = L(F;): 
The PDOL sequence CO,‘, - w’. 0:. . . . of F’ does not contain any new :;ymbols 
after at mc,st 2*’ - 1 steps: U,,,,aiph (01) = U,. ,-l alph &)I). (Cieariy, 
#l” a #>). Consider o; and CO,‘. I where j < 2*” and a symbol a’E aiph (WI). 
Choose an F-occurrence of C(a ‘) in 0;. 1. and assume that n’~ p(a). r’(a’)E 
p@(n)). At the same position where the subword ~‘(a’) occurs in w:,!, the subword 
r(a) occws in or+ Let it be the Ch F-occurrence of t(a) in o,.,. From the 
hypothesis that F and FI are clash free we have the esist;ncc of two minimal 
numbers n 2 0 and m 3 1 such that the above conditions (l), (2) (of Theorcrii 3.1). 
and (3) hold. 
If j 2 11. wo have for every (Y E aiph (0,) that r(o) = I!((Y). Hence in this case the 
iIh F-occurrcncc of r(a) in 0,. I has no other F,-predecessor but a. a - rfu ) is a 
production of F as well as a production of Ft. Therefore we can take a ’ -+ r’(u’) 
into the set PI of productions of F;. This production then generates the same 
subword of ti ,‘+, in F’ and F;. 
If j < II. the ith F-occurrence of r(u) in ccl,  i may have more than one 
F,-predecessor or an F+predtxessar different from u. Let b,, . . . , bk be all the 
FI-predecessors of the i “’ F-occurrence of r u ) in 0, . I and let @ (I” + i ), . . . , 
(j,u + k) be their indices. Then .determine h: .= symbol(j,o +- 1~) in o: for each 
r,E(i..... k ). Take b: into p ,(!J, ) and loc?k for that part of r,(b, ) which is also a 
part of the i ” F-occurrence of r(u ) in W, . I. Replace each symbol of this part of 
r,@, ) b>* the symbol of w),.~ L‘it the same position. Thus proceeding. all occurrences 
of symbols t tf r,(h, ) will evcnaualiy be replace by symbols of 2’. Then t&c the 
result as the right side of an F,-production with left side b :.. The procedure just 
sketched yields a ~9% defined deterministic interp tion F’; a,, F,(p J with 
L(F’) = l_(F;). For the initial art cogI. . . . w,. m of 0-x P s~~p.mmx~f F and F, 
not on!\, ci3ritains a 11s occurring in the who OL sequence but also . I 
ail possible mtcrsqxtions between an F-ociurrence of r(u) and an f?-occurrence of 
h(b 1. 
,4t most for i E (0,. . l , n - 1) is it possible that the irh F-occurrence of r(a) in o,~ I
does not coincide with the izh &occurrence of rl(a) in u+. The hypothesis that 
0.J oq . l l , 0 (, +“, is F - &consistent 
of r(a) a production of Fj can 
contained in p *(b - r,(b)) and 
sequence of F’. 
Summarizing, we have shown 
ensures that m any case to each &predecessor b 
be uniquely defined such that this production is 
all these &oductionu just generate the PDOL 
that Yd (F) C .Z& (F,). The converse inclusion can 
be shown in the same way. This completes the proof of the theorem. Cl . 
As main result of this section we now show the decidability of the deterministic 
equivalence problem for strict PDOL forms. 
Theorem 3.3. There is an effect& procedure to decide for any two strict PDCU. 
systems F and F, whether % (F) = Lfd (F,) or not. 
Proof. Let F and Fi be two arbitrary strict PDOL systems. Then Y& (F) = &(F,) 
iff F and F, are clash free by Theorem 3.2. Clearly. there is an effective procedure 
to decide whether F and F, are clash free or not. 13 
If we are concerned with strict PDOL systems F = (2, P, o) and F, = (2,, PI, w,) 
where #,V, #2, S 3, we can sharpen Theorem 3.2 and hence simplify the test 
whether Y”(F) = 2&(F,) or not. Clearly. in the case ,V = 5, = {a} Lfd(F) = Y;(F,) 
holds iff o = ol, P = P,. Now we consider the case ,V = 2, = {a. b): 
Theorem 3.4. For crnv two redrrcud strict PDOL 
FI = ({a. h}. P,. w) YdiF) -- 5”;,(F,) holds iff P = P,. 
systems F = ({a. h), P, w) and 
Proof, it is of course sufficient to derive P = P, from Yd (F) = 2” (F,). Assume 
Yb(F) = L&(FI). Then E(F) = EjFl) bv Lemma 2.1. If r(a) = r,(a) then we must I 
have r(b) = r,(b) also. Otherwise from any word containing 6 we could derive 
different words in F and F,. If r(a)# rl(a) then we have r(&)# r,(b) by a srmilar 
argument. Furthermtxe. the axiom o contains a as well as b. From Theorem 3.1 we 
obtain that both productions a - r(a) and b -+ r(b) cx tse used onlv finitely often. I 
This is impossible since the PDOL sequence is infkitc. 0 
Finally. we discuss the case ,V = ZI = ((1, [I, c): 
Thearem 3.5. For any two reduced strict PDOL. systems F = ((a. b. c), P. o ) apld 
.‘P,. w) we Rme -J&(F) = Y‘,(F’,) ifi 
(i) $ = P, or 
(ii) there is exactly me symbol, sav C, s~d~ch ihat r(c) == r,(c) = ch. while for the M 
other bwo symMs. i.e. a tind b, we hatie: 
r(a) = c’ r,(a) = c”, 
r(b) = c’ r,(b) = c”, 
where i + j = i, + j,, and furthermow w E (c}*(ab, ba}(c}*. 
Proof. “if”: clearly, from (i) we immediately obtain E(F) = E(F,). If (ii) holds, F 
and F, are clash free. Hence Theorem 3.2 implies Yd (F) = Yd (F,). 
“onlv if”: Theorem 3.1 implies that r(a) # r,(a), r(b) # Qb), r(c) # r,(c) is 
impo&ible. Therefore there exists at least one symbol, say c, such that r(c) = rI(c ). 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.4 one easily shows that 
and 
r(a) =: r,(a), r(b)# r,(b). r(c) = r,(c) 
r(a) f r,(a), r(b) = r,(b), rf.c) = r,(c) 
are imnossible. Thu$ either P = P, or 
r(a) # r,(a), r(b) ,# r,(b), r(c) = r,(c). 
Cleark it suf’kies to consider the second case. 
Thekern 3.1 implies that the productions a -+ r(a) and b + r(b) are applicable 
only finiteIt often. Hence r(c) = rJc) = ck. w E {c}* is impossible. since otherwise 
F and F, are not reduced. Furthermore. the axiom 
symbols a and b but not the other. since otherwise 
lil, b E alph (w ). 
Consider the leftmost occurrence: of a svmbol cy I 
that a = a. (The c.ase cr = b can bs treated similar]! 
cannot cf:)ntsin only one of the 
we obtain I,(F) # L(F,). Thus 
differer:t from c in o. Assume 
.) Since r(a) # r,(a) eitihei r(a) 
has at least two F,-predecerisors or r,(a) has at least twc F-predcuessors. Let us 
assume without loss of generality that r(‘u) has at reast IWO F,-preckcessors (i.e. 
rl(a) is an initial part of the leftmost occurrence of r(o) in wl). 
Cocollarq I.3 implies that the symbol cy immediately to the right of the first 
occurrence 0: a in w is different from a. cy = c is impc*Tssible as can be seen from 
Lemma 2.4. HeiKe cy = Cs. Furthermore, Lemma 2.3 implies that there is no other 
occurrence of b in o. Similarly. if there is a second occurrence of a in o, then tk 
first F,-occurrence of r,(b) in oi has an F-predecessor different from b s;vith at React 
two occurrerxes in (0. Hence, the svmmetric version caf Lemma 2.3 implies . 
<Td (F) # L& (f’,) contrary to the hypothesis. 
Th.crefore .ihre have o E (c}*{ah}{c}*. If 
a E alph (re,a)) U alph (r(b)) then 
b E alph (r(a)) U alph (r(b)) and if 
b E alph (r(a)) kl alph (r(b)) then 
a)) !J Blph (r(b)) since otherwise one imme latcl* obtains 
k(F) f’ r.(F,B. ence. we have either u, b E aliph (r(a)) U alph (r(b)) or 
alph (r(a)) U alph (r(b)) = {c}. 
2tt, H. Maurer, Th. Ottmaw, A. Salornaa 
The first case implies Q, b E alph (w,) for a.11 ’ 3 1 in contradiction to Theorem 
3.1. Therefore we have alph (r(a)) U alph (r(6)) = {c}, i.e.: t(a) = c’, r(b) = cl. 
Then also r&z) = ~‘1, rl(b) ==T c*‘*. Since F and F, must be clash free bv Theorem 3.2 , 
we have icj = i, + jr as desired. C 
4. The ordinary interpretation 
The relationship between the languages L(F) znd L(F,) generated by two 
arbitrary OL systems F and F, and the families of 1angu;iges Y(Fj and Y(F,) seems 
to be much weaker than in the case of strict PDOL systems aln.d: the deterministic 
interpretation. Therefore the general equivalence problem for OL forms will be 
more diflicult to solve, if at all rglvable. In this section we give a decidability result 
in the case that the systems involved are POL systems and at least one of them has d 
one-element alaphabet. 
As for the deterministic families we have: 
Theorem 4.11. There are DOL system F and F, with E(F) = E( F,) but 
Y(F) # Y(F,). 
PPC&. Let F = ({a, b. c}. P, ab) and F, = ((a, b. c}. P,, ab) be DOL systems with 
P = (a ---* cc, b --, c, c ---) c}. 
P,={a -+c.b-,cc,c-,c}. 
Then E(F) = E(Fl) = ab, ccc, ccc.. . . . Take F’ c F(p) as follows: F’ = 
((a. b, c, C). P’, ab), where 
P’ = {a ---, cc’, a -+ c’c, b ---) c. c -+ c, c’--, c’), 
Then L(F’) = (ab, Ccc, ccc). Assume that there is an interpretation F; CJ F,(~,) with 
L(F;) ‘1 L(F’). Then ab =+ Ix., c’cc and ab -) E, CCC. This implies that Fj must 
contain (at least) the following productions a -+ Z;, b -+ cc, cr -+ c. b -+ c’c. Then 
CCC.@C E L(Fi) and hence L(F;)f L(F’j would follow, - a contradiction. 0 
Note that -&(F) = L&(F,) holds for the DOL systems defined in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. Additionally, F and F, can be chosen to be s:rict PDOL systems. 
Observe that 3.F) = Y(F,) but nonethleless L(F) # L(F,) is possible. F and F, 
mq/ even have alphabets of differen: size as can be seer! frxn the following 
example. 
= ((a. b}. ((2 -+ h, h -+ b). a), 
F, = ((a, b. c}. (a -+ h, a - c, b * b, c --i c ), a ). 
Then WC have F 4 F, and F, <3 F, hence Y’(F) = Y( F,), but 
L(F) = (a. h) f {a, h. c) = t(F,). 
Indeed, F, contains supcrfb.rt~~s productions. i.e. F, is not minimal according to 
tho following definition: 
An OL s&em F = ( 2, P, cc) is called minimal if for everv OL system F’ = 
(Y, P ‘. w’) with #P’ < #P %(F’) # S(F) holds. It is easy to shok that for each OL 
form F one can construct a minimal OL form F’ such that (6(F) = ?S( F’). As a 
matter of fact, F’ can be obtained by removing productions of F if necessary. 
(Compare the analogous result for grammar forms in 13)). 
Theorem 4.2. There are minimal OL forms F = (1’. P. W) artd F, = (2,. P,, CO,) 
where Y(F) = Y(F,) but 
(1) #X <: #2, a?Id 
(2) F, #J F. 
Proof. Let F = ({a. b. c. g), P, a) and Ff = ({a 6. c. d. 4, g ), Pt. a ) lx two i)L svsrc’ms M 
with 
P=Iu -wJ,w-+bg.b-+cc,g--wc.c-+c}. 
Clearly, F =I F1, hence Y(F) c Y( F,). 
F’ and F, are minimal since removing anv of the productions in P and P, 
decreases the sets S(F) and %(F,) respectivelv. F, 4 F since there is no production 
in P whose right sido has length 3. It remains to show Y(F,) c Y(F). 
Assume Fi =- (Z;, Pi. O; )a F&-d and p,(a) = {u}. p,(b)= B. p,(c) = C’. 
/f,(g)= G. p,(d)= D, p,(e) = E. where B, C, G. D, E c 2:. Observe that L(F;) -= 
{a} 13 C, U 6F, U D, where C, C C’, B, C BG, D, C DE. C, # 69 though Pi may not - - - . 
contain any production from ~,(a -+ c”). Let c,c”~c~c4 be an element of C,. Define 
the interpretation F’a F(p), F = (2’. P’, w’), as follows: 2” = 2’:. O’ = R. ~1 (a) = 
(a}, ,u(b)= B U D, p(c)= C, p(g)= CUE. 
Take the following productions into P’: 
a - x, for each x E C,, 
c’ -+ C’, for each c’ E C, 
(1 -.* b’g’ 
A’ -+ ClCJ 
for each production 
for each prod 
0 -+ d’e’E p,(a -+ de)n Pi. 
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Then L(F)= L,(P’i) as desired. Cl 
By Theorem 4.2, we * annot conclude in genr,srail L(F) = k(F,) or L(F) isomor- 
phic to L(F1) from Y(F) = Y’(F,). But in the case of DOL $.ystems Y(F) = Y’( F,) 
implies that the alphabets of P and F, are of the same size. 
Tkorenr 4.3. rf F = (2, P, o) and F, = (- I9 s 19,. w,) are reduced LXX forms where 
Z(F)= Z(F,) then #,C = #&. 
P’roof. The definition of interpretation requires to substitute different symbols for 
different symbols. Furthermore, any interpretation F’ of the DOL system F 
n~oAAo p must contain at least one production a’--, x’E p(a -+ x) for each 
production a --, x of F. Hence, the number of svmbols of F’ cannot be smaller than 
the number of symbols of F. Therefore I_(@ Y(F) implies #2, > #X. Similarly 
we obtain #z 2 #& hence #2 = #z’, as desired. Cl 
We will now be concerned with OL forms at kast one 01’ which has an aiphabet of 
size one. 
tlvo OL forms F = ({a}. P,a’) and F, = (2 P,,w,) PSf(F)C 
,‘e(F,) holds ifl for some al E Z,, toI = a ‘, amf al + a 1 E P, for each production 
a-+a’EP. 
Proof. “if”: obvious. 
“only if”: Choose a production a -+ a’ E P, r 2 0. Define F’ CI F as follows: 
PC’= ({a},{a -+a’},~‘). Then Z’(F)~LT(F,) impks that there exists an F: <3 FI 
with L(F’) = L(F:). 
Case r = 0: Then L(F’) = {a! E} and hence we obtain Fi = ({a}, {a -+ E}, a ‘). 
This implies o1 = af, al -+ E E P, where a, E &. 
Case r = E : Then L(F’) = {a ‘) and hence we obtain F; = ({a), {a -+ a}, a’). This 
implies 0: = ai, a,-+a,E P,. 
Case I- > 1 : Then L(F’) = {a’ “1 i 20) and hence we obtain FI = 
({a 1, l’a -+ 0 ‘1, ‘). This implies o1 = a:, al+a; E f4,. In any case ol = a’, and for 
each prodwtion a -+ a’ E P the production a 1 + (.I ; E P, as desired. 0 
Theorem 4.5. Let F --_ ({a}, P,u’) and F, = (&, Pl,a’) be two POL, fornzs where F1 
is minimal. Then Z(F) = Y(F,) implies P = P,. 
Because of Theorem 3.3 the assumption that F and F, have the same 
axiom is no essential restriction. 
F i results Prom F, hv removing the production do . -+ s which ca tw cf~nsidered ;t~ 
an interpretation or the production (E -+ Q ’ Ft. Hence it remains to show that 
there is no production id - s in P, with f J: f 
Assume the contrary. Then s = n’, i e (i , . . . ir ). is impossMe. since othcrwi5e 
k-; = ((a). (a -a’). a’)cWt and L(F;) Y(F) in contradiction to the hypot 
Y’(F) = Y’( Ft ). Therefore x must contain at least one occurrence of a svmbl b f 11. 
We show that x = hv cent r;rdict ion: If Al - b is a pro&ct ion of F: . 
then define a dete rpretation P’;I of FI which s a’ as the axiom a& 
a - b as the single production with left side a. Then Q ‘. b’ L(F’,‘)and Iy j 2 t for 
ever): y E L(F’,‘). The hypothesis Y(F) = y(Fr) implies thaF there exists F’ wifh 
F’Q F(p) anti L(F’)= L(F;“). 
Since the xkrn of F’ is of length I but L(F) contains (at least) two different 
words of length I and all the other words in L(F’) are at least as long as the axiom. 
F’ must crlntain a production whose right side has length I. 
Hence a--,a’ is a production of F in ContradictIon to the irssumption that 
1 _x t =/hi- 1 $Z(i,.....i+ set of Ieng;hs of right sides of productions of 
Therefore we mav suppose f x 1 r 1. . 
NWV WC define a deterministic inFepk.*FaFion *,‘;’ of FI as fofhs: 
Let cl’ 
:. F;c i j ;i‘ ?u!nrn of F’I’ and 1~ - x’ tw the Gn$l: production with kft Gdc cl. 
where f results from x b>’ Q&.&... +*.-tine everv ;)ccu~~~cc of u in x t-ry x’. 
Additionally. take the production (5 - a”* -* 
. 
rnto the w of productions of F’;’ and as 
further prodactions only those which result from product ions of ,V by sw hst it ut ing (5 
for each i>;-cl,prrence of n. Let F’r be the smallest deterministic OL qstem wtth the 
above properties. Then ,‘;I Q F&t ,) where p ,( CJ ) = (a. t2 ) and p ,(c ) -_ (c ) for :I!! 
cE,V,-- {a). Clearly, L(F’y) = (a!?) U LI where y L, implies l v 2 I a IiT 5 1. * 
a’ is the single word f>f length I in L(F’;‘) and the single word which contalw:s the 
symbol ~1. 
From the ipvpot hesis ;c’( F) = 1 Y( F,) WC obtain that there is an OL system 
F’a F and L(F’) = L(F’j’). Since a’ is the sing e word of length f in L (F’) 
word in L (F ‘) has ;i length &etwecn f and ; X ’ f *‘.t , d n-lust c the ~Con-r of 
and either fi ’ z$+ _r’” or there ;trt’ zt.. . . . 2, with 
ic’t’=...=~j=,)=f.i_~’ >‘uch that cl ’ k =I f . . . t f c, t i’. 
All the productions used generation of ei 
(I and right zidcs whose art’ in (i,. . . . . i, 
Hence, there are i,,. . . . . i,, E {il.. . . . ic) such that 
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r-ln( = i,, + l l l + i,, and i,,# Ii 1 (16 p == I). 
i,, < 1 .iz 1, . . . . i,, < 1 x’ I is impossible. 
Hence, for the generation of e;ther x” or 2. 
A. Salonuw 
a production a -+ z has been used 
such that /z I< 1 x’ 1 and a E alph(r). 1 z I = 1. is not possible, since otherwise 
a’ + i- z ‘, and hence L (F’) = L(F’r) would contain a word of length I different 
from a ‘. But I z I > 1 is impossible also, since otherwise a ’ + I-az ‘, I < f zi I< 
12’ I, and hence L(F) = k(F’y) would contain a word of a length between 1 and 
i*jxl- a contradiction. II 
Ikoreant 4.6. ?%ere is a recursive procedure to decide for any two POE forms 
F = ({a}, P, a’) and F, = (X1, PI, a’) whether Y(F) = Y(F,) or not. 
Proof. Let F and F! be given. Then a minimal POL system Fi with the same axiom 
as .F, can be constructed such that FI and Fi generate the same families of 
grammars and hence the same families of languages: 
Y(F) = Y(F,) iff Z(F) = Z’(Fi). 
By Theorem it.5 we have Y’(F) = Z’(FI) iff F = F.‘. •I 
5. The full interpretation 
Let F = (Z, P, W) t,e an OL- form and p a sclbstitution on 2 such that 
~(a) 1-1 p(b) = 0) if a f 6. Then every full interpretatic3n F’ = (2”. P’, o’) a,F(p) is 
completely determined by the choice of the axiom (1)‘. 
Lemma 5.1. Let F = (2, P. O) and F’ = (2 ‘, P’, w ‘) be two reduced OL system such 
that F’ 4, F(p). Then 
(1) LfF’)={d}u J{p(xj]~*;-x}. 
(2) #zbI’~ #LF. 
Proof. Obvious by the definition of 0,. Cl 
2. 7’here are OL forms F and F, such that L (F) I= L (FJ but 
Yf(F)# xc(&). 
roof. Let F = /J UG- b. c >. P, a j mb F, = ({a, b, c}, PI, bc ) be t\vo OL forms where 
P=(~-4i~,b-+b.c-+c} 
and 
P~=(b-,a,c-=+~,a-+a). 
Ttaen we have L(F) = L(F,) = {a, bc). Let F’a,F(& be deflncd as follows: 
P(@ = b), 0) = {b,. b,). /A(C) = (c,. c>), 
F’ = ({a. h, 62, cl, ~2). p(P), a ). 
Then L(F) contains four differ-ent wvds of Icngth 2. Rut ~tzry interprc‘t;ltion 
F: a,F, genevtes one word of length 2. Hence L(F’)fZ YJF,) and Y’#)# Y,(FJ 
as desired. U 
Note that the OL forms F and F, in the proof of Thc.x~rtzm 5.2 have JifVcrcnt 
Aoms. 
Because of the close relationship bc‘twtxen the language and the full farnil!, o 
languages generated by an OL form one may conjecture that for any two 01, forms 
F and F, with the same axiom I,(F) =i L(F,) implits Y’,(F) = Y,( F,). 
We call two Oi systems F = (2, P, w) and F, = (2’,. PI. ml) isomorphic (with 
respect to languages), symbolically L (F) = L (F!), if there is a I - I-mappins 6 
from 2 onto 2, such that 
(i) b(w) = 0~~~ 
(ii) for all x * 0~ *i x iff w,*;, 4(x). 
Clearlv, L(F) = L(F,) implies &(L(F)) = L(F,). Rut &(L(F)) = L(K), <b(o) = w . 
in general docxs not imply L (F) = L (F,) as can be seen from the following esample: 
Consider 
F=((a,b).{a-b.b-~},a) 
and 
FI = ({a. b).{o - b. b - b). cc). 
Then L(F)= L(F,)= (u. b}, o = oi = N. and o = n _-; II holds but w = 
~1 _ i., a dons not hold, hence (ii! is not met for x = a. 
Theorem 5.3. For any two ~d::cd OL forms F mir” F, L(F) ;=. L (F,) implies 
Y,(F) = Y,(F,). 
Proof. Let F = (2. P, W) and F1 = (2,. P,, w1 ) be two reduced 01, forms such that 
L(F) = L (F,). Let 4 be a I - 1, -mapping from 2’ on:{: 5, such that (i) and (ii) hold. 
xp e L(.F’) 
i ff :; ’ = 0) ’ or 3x (x’E p(x) and C~I *J; X) 
iff x’= CO’ or 3z (x’E p,(z) and w,*;, 2) 
iff X’E L(F;). 
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Therefore L(F) = L(FI) and hence Y,(F) <L Yf (F,). The 
Yf(F) 2 &(F,) can be shown similarly. El 
Theorem 5.4. FOP any IWO reduced OL forms F = (5’. P, W) 
-Y;(F) = +Y$ (F,) implies that there is a 1 - l-mapping & from 
4W(O) = WI). 
converse inclusion 
Y 
aved F, = (Z,, PI, w,) 
2 onto X1 such that 
Proof. From L(F)E =Y,(F,) we obtain #Z 2 #2, by Lemma 51. Similarly #X1 2 
#X hence #C = #IX, can be obtained. Let F’= (Y, P’, w’) be an OL form such 
that F’a,F(p) and L(F,) = L(F’). Clearly, %?‘= #& = #z and for any two 
symbols U, 6 E ,T we have p (a)# f&p (a) n p(b) = 8, if a # 6 by the definition of 
afi This implies # p(u) = 1 for every a E 2. Define the l-l-mapping 6 from Z 
onto 2, by &(a) = a’ iff p(a)= (a’). 
Then CO’ E p (w) implies ccp’ = d(w) and 
L(F,) = L(F’) 
= WWu{kWl~ + x} 
= W=OWU(~(X)l~ 5 xl 
F 
= &(L(F)) as desired. q 
For each OL system F = (Z, P, W) we say th;rt F is an OL system with minimal 
axiom if for every 
xE,C*:&J -;, x implies jx]>/wf. 
F 
Observe that w =+ k 6.1 is impossible, if F is an OL system with minimal axiom. 
Theorem 5.5. Let 1;‘ = (2. P, W) and F, = (Cr,, P,, w,) be two reduced OL systems 
with minimal axioms. The Yf (F) = 5$ (F,) holds iJF L(F) = L (F,). 
Proof. The “if” p.:.r:! # ;f the theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3. 
Hence, it remaiins 0‘) 4c)w that “only if” holds. From x,(F) = -u”,(F,) we obtain by 
Theorem 5.3 that there exists a l-l-mapping & from X onto 2, such that 
&(L(F)) = L(F!). Observe that o and o1 are the single words of minimal length in 
k (F) alld L (F:) res;lectively. Furthermore $ is length-preserving. Hence cb(ccr) = 
01. 
It remain:, to show that for all x E ,V* : o :+; x iff wl+f-, &(x). 
First, consider an arbitrary x E 2 * : such tha,t QJ -=+ ;- x. Thlen ] x 1 > 1 w 1, since F 
is an OL system with minimal axiom. From 1 x 1 > I o ! and t(F,) = &( L(F)) we 
L(F,) and i&(x)! > j&(w)/ = !w,i. nce w--/2;, &(x2. 
sider an arbitrary x E 111’* su that OJ,=$B;-~~(X). Then 
; x can be derived in the same wa;!. IJ 
Theorem 5.6. There is no effective procedure to decide for arbitrary two OL systems F 
and F, whether Yf (F) = Y,( F,) or not. 
Proof. Assump the contrary. Then in particular for each two OL systems F and F, 
with minimal axioms one can decide whether Z?‘,(F) = &(F’,) or not. By Theorem 
55, 2’JF)= 2;(F,) holds iff L(F)= L(F,). 
Hence, our assumption implies that there is an effective procedure to decide for 
arbitrary 3L systems F and F, with minimal axioms whether L(F) z L(F,) hoids or 
not in contradiction to the following Theorem 5.7. III 
Theorem 5.7. There is no recursive procedure to decide for any two OL svstems F s 
and F, with minimal axioms whether L(F) =r L (F,) or not. 
Proof. We modify the undecidahility result (Theorem 2.7, p. 77-78 of [4]) as 
follows: 
Let 2’ be an alphabet containing at least two letters and let K = (cu), . . . , cu,) 
L = (Pi.. . . . pn) Qe an instance of the Post Correspondence Problem over 2, i.e. cy, 
and PI are nonempty words over 2 (1 sicn).Let V-(S,A.C.D,F,F,*}where 
t’n2’ = 8. 1-d k = #(V U 2) and assume that a fiatural number ind(x) is 
associated to every symbol x E (V U 5) - { * . S} such that 1 G ind (x) s k - 2 and 
ind (x) # ind(y), if x # y. 
Let G,. t = (V 1J 2, P, S) be an OL svstem where P consists of the following . 
prllductions (in what follows i denotes the word x written in reverse order): 
s + *k(Y,E& for every iE{l,...,n}, 
S --, *khan, for every x E 2. 
s --) *“xBy. for every x, y E 2. such that x# y, 
s -+** 
s -.) _r *‘“d(X )+ ‘, for everv x E ( V IJ 2) - ( * , S}. . 
*-+* 
A -+xAx. for every x E 2’. 
A --, xBy. for every x. y E 2 :uch that x Z y. 
A --WC. for every x E 2. 
A --+ Fx, for every x E 2. 
B --3 xl?. for every x E 2. 
for every x E 2, 
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F-+ Fx, for everv x E z’,, e 
x -+ x, for every x in 2. 
Let HK. 1 = (V U Z. PI, S) be an OL system where P, = P U {E + D}. It is 
straightforward to show that 
L(G, ,)= (S,**}U(x*md(~~+‘~X E(Vlcj-{*.S)) 
U{*kruDfi 1 w, u E X’, w# u} 
IJ ; *kwzc@ ] w, z E 2 +} 
u{*‘wFzri; 1 w,z E r-> 
and 
for some i 2 1, i,, . . ., i, E(1.. . ., n)}, 
L(HK. 1. ) = L (GK. 1 ) u { *%Du f w = cy,, 8 l l cy,,, u = p,, l l . p,, 
for some P 2 I. iI.. . . , i, E {I,. . . , n)). 
Observe that L(GK.r ) a?s)d L(&Jcontain exactly one word of length 1, the axiom 
S, one word of length 2, the word * *. and for everv x E (V U Ir) - { * , S} exactly 
one word of Iength ind(x)+ 2, the word x *‘“d(X)*’ i-3 G ind(x)+ 2 c k). 
Jf L(G,., )= L(H& then we can take the identity mapping rf) to obtain 
(i) &(S) = s. 
(ii) for each w : (S =-a &, w iff S =+ ;;, , &( w )). 
Conversely, let & be a 1 - l-mapping from t’ E 2 onto V U 2 satis#fying (i) and 
(ii). Note that 4 is length preserving. From S =+ &,., * * we obtain 
S -. -_ ;I, 1 4( **) by (ii). Since :k * is the single word of length 2 in L (l&, l. ) we can 
cornaclude & ( * -** i.e. &(*)=*. Similarly we obtain 4(.x) = x for any 
xE(V’Xz)- ence, 4 must be the identity mapping. r 
L(G., ) == W&.~ )+ Thus 1: (G& = L(N,., ) iff L(G,,,,) = L( 
LWK., ) #- L (.&. I ) iff the giver] instance off the Plost Correspondence Problem has 
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a solution. Hence, the theorem follows from the undecidability of the Post 
Correspondence Problem. 0 
Note added in proof. 
Extending Tkorcm 3.3 it can be shown that there is an effective procedure to 
decide for any two strict PDOL systems F and F2 whether & (F) c 2& (F,) or not. 
This stronger result follows by adapting the arguments of Section 2 and Section 3 
io obtain the following extension of Theorem 3.2: 
YJ (F) C Ydl (F,) iff there exists a deterministic interpretation F, dd F, with 
E(F) = E(FI) and a natural number )I such that (1) and (2) tlold: 
(1) After at most n steps the same productions in F and Fi are used when 
generating the PDOL sequence E(F) = E(F,). 
(I?) The initial part of the PDOL sequence of F and F, of length n is F - Fl 
consistent. 
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